NEW YORK/MILAN

Milan-based Virgil Abloh may have made his name as Kanye West's creative director, but the architecture-turned-designer (and recent LVMH Prize finalist) is garnering plenty of solo praise thanks to his high-minded take on streetwear for his own line, OffWhite. Also branching out: cult favorite New York accessories brand Loeffler Randall. Designer Jessie Randall has just added her first collection of biker jackets, which run the gamut from metallic silver lambskin to lavender shearing. off-white.com, loeffler randall.com

NEW YORK

Get your kicks at The Rise of Sneaker Culture at the Brooklyn Museum, which includes about 130 rare pairs on loan from everyone from artist Tom Sachs (pictured) to Darryl “DMC” McDaniels. brooklynmuseum.org

TOKYO

Fashionistas and foodies alike have two new retail destinations to explore. Fred Segal's outpost in Daikanyama is bringing the best of the Golden State—including a food truck—to the Far East. While Versus Versace's modernist glass flagship in Aoyama boasts an in-store juice bar. fredsegal.com, versusversace.com

NEW YORK

Forget about the Big "Apple." The Art Production Fund is taking over New York with larger-than-life installations of the city's most beloved breakfast staple: the bagel. The supersize carbs, created by sculptor Hanna Liden, will be hard to miss once stationed at Hudson River Park and the Meatpacking District's Ganlight Plaza. artproductionfund.org

NEW YORK

An Schrager: Works Features Nearly 40 Years of Contemporary Design from the Boutique-Hotel Pioneer (and the Visionary Behind Studio 54), with Contributions from Bold-Faced Schrager Pals Julian Schnabel and Philippe Starck. rizzolib.com